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Abstract
Management of regions is a significant part of the current system of social management in Russia. It is beyond
dispute that Russian regions vary greatly by economic, social, geo-climatic, and last but not least by
ethno-cultural factors. The system of regional management of regions includes the mechanisms and instruments
of relief, coordination and correction of different levels of administration. The article presents the trends of
development of regions on the socioeconomic level. It also addresses the problems of current social and
socioeconomic tendencies, and of advanced technologies in management.
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1. Introduction
We can state that for a long time, modernization had a recurrent nature in the social development in Russian. It
was apical, affected military and administrative aspects. But till now this concept was not very often associated
with the formation and development of an efficient system of region management. In the circumstances of the
escalating long-term social burden on Russian regions, it seems more attractive to delegate the solution of
re-industrialization and post-industrialization problems, the formation of civil society institutions, the statement
of the human person values, and improvement of the educational level to regions.
Regions have accumulated effective experience in countering threats and challenges and local problems.
Modernization of the Russian society requires using the marked achievements for development, rather than
adaptation to circumstances, for creating the rules, and conditions of regional and inter-regional interaction in
order to strengthen the whole management system of Russian society, rather than for cost reduction or a regional
race.
Studying the problem of regional administration, one must lay special emphasis on that fact that the main
problem is the constant tendency to not differentiate the modernization of the Russian society as a whole and the
processes and aspects of modernization at the local, regional level. We believe this is connected with the habit to
describe regional development processes only from the point of view of national interests. Evidently, we can’t
expect the launch of effective regional modernization models out of the bounds of current center’s strategy and
policy in the financial, economic, social and political spheres.
On the other hand, we should stress that regional level of the modernization means the priority of national
development. But there should be considered the wide variety and changeability of social and economic
conditions at the regional level. Different regions have different modernization potentials, and therefore
differentiated approach to making modernization emphases is required. Common sense dictates that the same
management model can’t be effectively applied to the same extent in the Central Russia Far East and in the
Southern regions; they cannot adhere to unifying criteria. However, we should note that it doesn’t mean that the
cancellation of the political and legal regulators of the process of modernization.
The modernization in modern Russian flourishes and can be aligned with institutional, socio-structural and
cultural changes. By this we mean that today Russian society is proved to be mostly ready for the modernization
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by the criterion of human potential.
On the other hand, we should emphasize that the concept of the modernization potential includes aside from
economic criteria the factor of technological effectiveness and the professional potential. Moreover
modernization potential is as well related to the current state of the management system in the specific region,
and the ways the region interacts with the federal center and local communities. All of these factors should be
understood in considered on the regional level of management system.
Not least important is the fact that modernization stimuli in the management system would be viewed through a
reasonable estimate of the conditions existing in the regional environment. Excessive self-esteem, just as the
position of passive waiting, slows down the process of modernization. A feeling of perpetual waiting occurs,
which leads to the fact that either partial measures or partial changes are misrepresented as the modernization. In
other case, modernization ranges far and wide influenced by the fact that the Russian society is unique and
cannot have modernization patterns similar to the previously implemented modernization schemes.
Uniqueness should be mentioned to the extent that the Russian society, as a concentration of regions, is open to
implementing different models of regional development. Without stepping across the line of management
relativism, we must remember that the emphasis on the variability of regional development means the need to
include a possibility of positions redefinition, continuous monitoring of the regional situation, apprehension and
support of regional projects, understanding of the conventionality, and traditionalism and modernization in the
Russian society into the priorities of the regional administration.
Despite the fact that the problem of the modernization potential of a region is very urgent, it has not yet been
paid due attention of scientists. However, some works address the issues directly relevant to our problem. For
example, some problems of modernization have been studied (Eisenstadt, 1966; Mergel, 2012; Beck, 1996), the
theoretical and practical aspects of a region and regional development have been interpreted (Cohn-Bendit, 2012;
Verhofstadt, 2009, 2012; Tabellini, 2005), the modernization of large territorial societies (Beck & Grande, 2010),
as well as special aspects of the regional potential (Posukhova & Zayats, 2013) have been studied, and the
subjects of regional development have been analyzed (Volkov, 2012).
2. Research Methodology
The study is based on the sociological theories revealing the essence of the process of modernization and social
changes, the works by domestic and foreign scholars in the field of complex systems theory, management,
decision-making, the systematic and result-oriented approaches containing the analysis and theoretical
conclusions on the issues of regional management and management of large territorial societies.
An essential prerequisite for the development of a methodological foundation of the modern sociological
research of region management problems is the acknowledgment of the socio-political process as an organizing
principle in all spheres of social activity. This refers to the process of objective historical choice and changes in
the management of the society, in its structures and institutions, as a set of procedures that determine the basic
direction—the vector of development and modernization.
Authors of this article used a system of general scientific and special methods. The use of these methods is
capable of providing paradigmatic vision of regional problems and the modernization potential of a region in
terms of features of development of the Russian society. Along with the systematic approach, that provides a
holistic view of the functional unity of individual elements of the region, the authors applied classic methods of
analysis and synthesis, methodologies of learning the general and the particular, the primary and the secondary,
the historical and the logical, and the dialectics of contradictory development of complex phenomena. The
authors also used the peculiarities of the conceptual, attributive, and functional approaches to the study,
considered the important features of synergetic interpretation of the processes of complex dynamic systems
development, the results of the synthesis of historical and political, as well as empirical surveys, the materials of
expert appraisements and analytical reports of all-Russian sociological researches.
3. Results
As for the modernization potential of a management system, we can note that, the modernization in Russian
society has already taken place: admittedly and there has been taking place the accelerated modernization of the
socialist type in the 1930s. And it has resulted in the urbanization of the Russian society, as well as the emersion
of modern social classes. However, we agree that such processes are not too smooth to say that the process of
social modernization has completed in the Russian society and the management system of regions requires
overcoming regional inequalities and backwardness of individual regions.
We believe that regional communities have not yet finished their socio-cultural modernization processes,
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potential resources of self-development have not been identified, and regions still over-rely on the government of
the state as a tool of macro-community interests’ implementation. That fact that recognition of the specific role
of the state in the modernization processes demands perceiving the potential of modernization as a criterion in
the system of management. It is important to stress that the level of innovative developing and use of challenging
management practices in the management system is high-priority for the system of regions management.
Sociological researches unambiguously show us that the current public consciousness is consolidated on the
basis of the Russian values (Institute of sociology RAS, 2011). This circumstance makes it possible to
understand the necessity and importance of regional and inter-regional vertical and horizontal models of
development in the regional management system.
Differentiation of the Russian society into modernists and traditionalists can describe only the vertical section of
the social life. We can state that it is quite relative in relation to regions, though, judging by the proportion of
urban and rural population, there are regions, which tend to post-industrialization, and regions, which need the
stage of re-industrialization.
The path of rapid modernization is acceptable for the regions management system as the most preferred for the
elimination of regional inequalities. Since the Russian government cannot pump up certain regions with financial
resources or create favorable conditions for them without imbalances of the regional development, the
modernization potential of a management system is expressed in how and to what extent the management system
is self-sufficient, and uses financial transfers effectively to solve problems; and how effective social practices,
and legal and financial regulators are involved.
A popular myth states that the system of management is a self-isolated structure that is committed to very narrow
strictly corporate ethics, and resists the modernization processes. But all these statements are not confirmed by
actual sociological researches. There is no unambiguousness in choosing the management priorities: the
objective—the formation of a modern country with appropriate level of production and life—is mostly the same
in different regions. Only a degree of perception of modernization can vary from region to region, and is
significantly higher in regions characterized by open market dynamic, and considerably lower in highly
subsidized regions (Institute of sociology RAS, 2011).
With regard to the management system, the modernization policy is not questioned. But well-defined parameters
of the modernization processes exist for particular regions.
Objective integral indicators of regions management are the gross domestic product, the level of corruption and
crime, the level of education, science, the population health, and specific regional indicators that reflects the
particular current problems of a concrete socio-cultural integrity: income of a person and family, consumer
basket, minimum social standards, etc (Popov, 2001).
In this regard, it should be noted that an important feature of a management system is not to include the
mechanisms of impelling to the technological process, but to influence on the minds and attitudes of the regional
society for the purpose of social mobilization and achievement of the better results. Above all, this target refers
to the regions management. That is because the extent of readiness of the regional society to implement
modernization projects depends on how the management system is perceived, whether its value is determined by
the extent, to which there is inertia, complacency, or the possibility of self-fulfillment of the region’s potential.
Of course, the appraisal of modernization potential depends very heavily on the image of the region in the center,
on the brand of the region, on the self-esteem of the regional life by the regional society, on the managerial
mission as it is seen by regions management subjects. In the sense of devotion to the interests of the region, the
reference is usually made to the origin of the regional leaders. At the same time, there is a predisposition to invite
outside people who have proved themselves as experienced managers or technocrats.
Such “scissors” of preferences evidence that there is a not well established model of modernization influence in
the public mind and that the regional life is often assessed solely by the subjectivist factor or by the degree of
interaction with the center only.
The majority of the Russian regions show the symptoms of discontent with the current situation in the sphere of
management and regional development. Therefore we should probably ask ourselves, what is to be changed in
the regions management system to improve it. Judgments in this respect suggest that it is necessary to change
both the condition of the regional management system, and the mobilization ability of the regional society. When
it comes to the extent, in which the modernization potential is measured by a highly qualified managerial work,
this indicator displays a real problem of generational change of the regions management system, as well as the
change in the nature of managerial activities.
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It is obvious that for a real impact on the modernization process, managers-financiers cannot be expected to do
miracles, as well as the outgoing generation of strong economic managers cannot be relied on.
The most positive tendency in modern Russian management system is the following: the increase of the level of
professionalism in the field of economics, management and law. We can also state the tendency of rejuvenation
of the staff in the system of management. All these aspects are of very big importance to understanding the
significance of the self-development resource, the priority of the management performance criterion. Even if
there is some disorientation depending on the region’s specificity on this matter, it is not due to the intraregional
differences. The degree of financial potential and endowment of regional projects take an important meaning.
The fact that regional differences result in the situation when being successful means getting to the category of
donors, and thus greatly reducing the opportunities for modernization development can be explained as follows:
The matter is that Russian donor regions usually are not the areas of modernization by technological parameters,
i.e. they do not create surplus products. Reallocation of funds associated with the resource rents and with unique
natural resources in possession of the regions determines the right of the government to redistribute income as
national heritage. And the same way, concentration of financial resources in major metropolitan cities requires
certain distribution by the government associated with returning profits to the regions where it was generated.
Therefore, the modernization potential is measured by finding own development resources providing the region
with the basis to take a position of certain independence and to build reputational capital in the influence on
national processes.
Considering the readiness of the current system of management to realization of modern projects of
modernization in Russian regions, one can say that the modernization potential and the efficiency of the
management system strongly depends on the determination of strategy and tactics in the building constructive
interactions with the system of local self-government and finding ways to support local initiatives. However,
although the modernization readiness is not the only one condition for the realization of the modernization
strategy in the region.
The capacity of modernization in the management system depends on the concrete objectives of social
modernization. Modernization impact includes becoming of modern economy system, development of civil
relations, the effectiveness of the governing bodies, and the increasing role of human capital.
As case studies show, the regional modernization potential is measured by a combination of technological,
socio-structural, and subjective factors. If we assume that the modernization process affects all spheres of social
life, it becomes clear that the managerial impact on the region is determined by socially regulated and socially
innovative impacts of the management system.
It should be noted that the innovative capacity of the south of Russia is quite high. 63% of Russian citizens
believe that innovations are a necessary condition for the future prosperity of Russia. At the same time, more
than 50% believe that Russia could become a highly-developed power (Institute of Sociology RAS, 2001). But
we should remember that the main “burden” falls to the management system of regions, and since we are dealing
with average Russian rates, it may seem that the society is generally ready for modernization. Readiness for
modernization in the regions, as identified above, depends on the modernization capacity of the region itself and
the state of the regions management system.
It is clear that regional heterogeneity brings us to considering the modernization process as differently directed.
In addition to the above, urgent tasks of socioeconomic development should not be matched with the long-term
priorities. Almost all regions have approved a comprehensive program of socioeconomic development.
Prokhozhev and Karmanova see its main drawback in relying on the existing sectoral structure of the economy
(Prokhozhev & Karmanova, 2004).
They note that this is the cause of the slowed down implementation of new technologies and appearance of new
jobs. Herewith, the basic directions of sales have not been considered as well, which cumulatively increases the
risk of growing costs. The authors disregard the fact that without reconstruction, re-industrialization, and return
to the industries preserving high technological and professional potential, it is impossible to talk seriously about
the modernization of regions. At both the country-wide level (MIC is an undeservedly neglected engine of
industrialization), and the regional level, we should base on real, rather than newly created or projected points of
economic growth.
We can conclude that according to sociological studies, every third resident in Russia supports the need to
change the current situation (Institute of sociology RAS, 2012). Another thing is that the approval of changes
means the need to determine, what could have the most effective impact on the regional modernization process,
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what can be the basis for assessing this impact of a management system in regional development. We should
stress that the main criteria can be: the readiness of management system and the whole regional society for
modernization, determination of the goals and priorities of modernization in a particular regional aspect and ratio
of the regional society to the socially innovative and socially developmental role of management.
As the experience of regions management shows, modernization priorities are virtually shelved since the
priorities of crisis management come to the fore, from this point of view. Application of the modernization
potential of management results in standard values and practiced results achieved in the most developed regions
of the country and abroad. The best results among the regions of Russia can be such references (Prokhozhev &
Karmanova, 2004).
It is obvious, that these figures are different for depressive, highly-developed, and moderately developed regions,
but a single technique of calculating of the real changes is formed in the basis. With account of the fact that
Russian regions have specific starting conditions for modernization and, accordingly, the modernization
priorities differ depending on the socioeconomic and cultural development of the regions, it is important to carry
out the modernization process within the framework of a uniform political and economic space, in which regions
act as parts of the whole and function based on interregional relations.
For this reason, the position, considering that it is appropriate to take the indicators of more developed regions as
a reference, is deficient. Actually, the grouping of regions by the identity of economic, social, and climatic
conditions is closer to the real values. The proposed technique makes it obvious that the modernization potential
of management is correlated with the specificity of regional development that importantly the development will
be focused and sustainable, and that modernization is no longer a declaration. At the same time, regional
processes bring us to the project activity, to the conscious choice of active inclusion of regions in the national
modernization process.
We believe that the existing national and regional projects in various spheres of social life are real parameters of
the entry of the Russian society in the process of modernization. We cannot ignore the fact that a management
system is associated with the indicators of high quality of work, efficiency, competition, and the level of
innovation. At the same time, having independent search strategies and team solutions of managerial problems,
we can make the conclusion that the management system at the regional level needs the appraisal of management
performance to be reasonable and fair. Reasonable appraisal means that it needs to account the actual conditions
of regions and include the factor of external negative or positive impacts. And fair appraisal means that it must
create in the region an atmosphere of social optimism, confidence in the future, because the breakdown into
depressive and developing regions, donors and recipients significantly lowers the intensity of modernization
activity in the society.
The difficulty is that the regions management acts under the scheme of “deferred expectations”, i.e.
modernization impulses are set by the centripetal tendencies, while regional development is largely dependent on
proper regional factors and resources. It is obvious that the Federal Center acts appropriately, based on the
accelerated development of the Far East region, since by virtue of demographics, professional capacity, staff
shortage, the factor of remoteness, and the geopolitical risks, the strategy of the region support is effective. In
addition, only the government is able to implement large-scale long-term infrastructural and technological
projects.
In this situation, the syndrome of “regional passivity” is likely to worsen, as well as the desire to consider the
prospects of regions solely on the basis of the possibility of implementation of mega-projects. A possible risk of
pressure on the Federal Center by offering financially and organizationally unreasonable projects or
“concentration” of crisis in the region associated with obtaining above-limit financial transfers should also be
borne in mind.
Thereforeб it is necessary to differentiate the options of regional development, consider the goals and objectives
of social development of regions depending on the prospects of specific economic and social activities. An
important thing for enhancing the efficiency of regions management is to reject the “super scale” and form
targeted regional programs related externally with the local problems, but giving the cumulative modernization
effect.
4. Conclusions
Thus, the priority conditions of the modernization of the management system are implemented—an adequate
balanced hierarchy of goals, achievement of which matches the regional resources. It is indicative that the
greatest success is achieved in the regions, where either breakthrough technologies are implemented or the
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professional and technological potential of the region is used. With regard to the Rostov region and the Southern
Federal District as a whole, it is necessary to set goals related to the development of the agricultural industry,
mechanical engineering, and transport systems. In contrast to the Far East, the effect of “the construction from
scratch” does not work, because the regional management is formed on the basis of regional societies having
professional, cultural, and social traditions.
Undoubtedly, the “rootedness” factor and the knowledge of regional issues and investment activity, regional
patriotism, interest in the development of the region as a concise contribution to the modernization of the country,
which can have a real effect, are of great significance. It is important to understand that economic growth is
effective if it offers the prospects of social well-being growth and positive cultural changes. Therefore, reliance
on the regional resources forces not only to be guided by the logic of rational calculation, but also to share the
idea of “common good” for the regional society. In other words, by refusing populist, obviously unrealistic goals
providing a PR effect, but creating the risk of unfulfilled social expectations, regions management directs the
activities to solving the challenges supported financially and technologically. We believe that it is necessary to
include financial management and industrial management into the regions management system. This is justified,
as modernization is a process of people management and change in the sense that the ongoing projects cannot be
considered successful if social, cultural, and environmental consequences are not taken into account.
The problem is not to provide unification of regional development models, or to return industrialized regions,
which was acceptable in the beginning of the XX century, but loses its appeal and effectiveness in the
circumstances of involvement of regions into the search for new socioeconomic and socio-technological niches,
for the possibility of finding incentives for development through the implementation and promotion of new
products and services. It is obvious that achievement of these goals requires the development of skills of target
programming and social expertise, which is associated with training and retraining managerial staff.
The system of management of Russian regions has proven its effectiveness with the expansion of intra-regional
and inter-regional relations. This requires, firstly, migration to the quality indicators of managerial activity and
introduction of cluster criteria of evaluation; secondly, combinations of the continuing anti-crisis trends with
escalation of strategic projecting in management; thirdly, matching the standard values at the level of the national
modernization process with the achieved indicators in regions management, which creates opportunities to
strengthen and enhance the independence of regions in implementation of modernization strategies.
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